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Bella Vita® Nova
Timeless showering luxury

The swing door’s benefits:

Flexibility with a
generously dimensioned access width
Above all, the Bella Vita Nova shower enclosure series offers a wide
variety of swing doors. And there is a good reason: swing doors that
open both to the inside and to the outside keep the water inside
the shower enclosure. Whether assembled with a stationary panel
and a side panel, whether built into a niche or as a corner entry –
swing doors are particularly user friendly and guarantee a generously dimensioned shower access.

A lot of space inside the enclosure with a Free Base shower tray installed flush
to the floor

Bella Vita Nova corner entry with fixed panels

Swing door with
fixed panel in niche

Swing door with fixed
panel and side panel

Swing door in niche

Swing door with side panel

A Bella Vita Nova swing door with a fixed panel and side panel.
The swing door with easy movement to the inside and to the outside –
the lifting-lowering hinge makes opening and closing easy.

Swing door with fixed
panel for corner entry

Swing door in
niche 4-panelled

Bella Vita Nova swing door with side panel

Clean, linear profile, with lightly rounded edges makes for a timelessly
aesthetic design. And its functionality is convincing.

Swing door for corner entry

Swing door in niche 2-panelled

The hinged folding door’s benefits:
Little space can be optimally used

Thanks to the reduced profile design
together with the glued hinges, the
glass panels form a flush surface to the
inside and are quickly and easily cleaned.

The folding pivot doors in the Bella Vita Nova series are es-

folds open tightly against the wall. The high Duscholux

pecially easy and convenient to use. The wide, completely

quality is evident in the design: The use of high-grade

usable access opens up an unencumbered showering ex-

materials like aluminium, tempered safety glass and solid,

perience – designed especially for installation flush to the

heavy-duty hinges for longevity and optimal use of the

floor. The Bella Vita Nova folding pivot door can be installed

space.

flush to the floor or together with a shower tray. The door

Diagram of the folding pivot door used for
corner access

Bella Vita Nova folding pivot door corner entry

Bella Vita Nova folding pivot
door with side panel

Folding pivot door
in niche

Folding pivot door
with side panel

Folding pivot door
for corner entry

Folding pivot door
in niche 4-panelled

The sliding door’s benefits:

Technical details

Elegant and functional

Profile colours

A shower enclosure series that can do everything and

niche models. The access with neither a threshold nor

provides a lot of benefits. The Bella Vita Nova with one or

disturbing profiles and the convenient sliding doors

two sliding doors realises the basic concept of the sho-

guarantee functionality and water-tightness in all sizes

wer enclosure series with great skill. Its exclusive design

– for persons of any age who want something beyond the

makes it possible to realise unusual architectural ideas. This

ordinary.
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Bella Vita Nova, sliding door 2-panelled for corner entry

Bella Vita Nova, sliding door 4-panelled in niche

Top: Bella Vita Nova Round with 2
sliding doors
Above: Bella Vita Nova, sliding
door 2-panelled for bathtub
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CLEARtec finishing
Cleartec is a special finishing treatment for tempered
safety glass based on nanotechnology, applied to the glass
directly in the factory, to reduce dirt and limescale deposits.
Cleartec significantly improves the ability to clean, care and
maintain the glass's quality. Water pearls off, dirt deposits

Sliding door corner entry

Sliding door in niche
2-panelled

Sliding door in niche
4-panelled

Sliding door round

Sliding door round
asymmetric

Sliding door 4-panelled
for bathtub

Sliding door 2-panelled
for bathtub

are easier to clean. The regular care of the shower panel is
made significantly easier.
with Cleartec

without Cleartec

